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INTHODUOTIOH.
in the opinions of most people, perhaps, the subject
of the "Teacher's Personality" is so intangible that an at-
tempt to write upon it demands some explanation.
The most common grounds upon which the treatment of a
subject is justified is its importance. While the "Teacher's
Personality" may claim high rank among important educational
sub j acts , this alone would not warrant the advisability of at-
tempting to handle so phantom-like a topic unless the writer
had some means at his disposal that would enable him to ar-
rive at some fairly well grounded conclusions.
Personality seems to be the one thing more than any
other among the teacher's qualifications which is responsi-
ble for his success or failure. It is the cause of the pu-
pil's "like" or "dislike" for him and this one thing from
time immemorial has been held up by both schoolmen and lay-
men as the fundamental cause of tragedy or success in the
school
.
In this scientific age when one must base his every
word on rock-ribbed fact a mere expression of opinion may
well seem out of place. Yet personality is largely a mat-
ter of opinion; of ideals. This being the case it appears
that the only "scientific" way that the subject can possi-
bly be treated is by a collection and study of opinions. If

2the present article has any merit at all it is found in the
fact that it is an expression of the concensus of opinion
of a considerable number of schoolmen regarding the " Teach-
er's Personality".
The treatment consists of two parts , first , a. review of
some of the books and articles on the sub ject , which are par-
ticularly suggestive and second, the presentation of data se-
cured by an appeal to schoolmen together with the inferences
which may be drawn therefrom.
Bojce* determined that the five most important ele-
ments in the success of the High School teacher were In-
structional Skill, Results (*s shown in the success of the pu-
pils ), Stimulation of Individuals, Intellectual Capacity^ and
Disciplinary Power. Ruediger and Strayer found Disciplin-
ary Power, Teaching Skill, Initiative , Personality , and
Studiousness to be the most important five elements of mer-
it in elementary teachers.
Of these ten elements, seven are plainly very general
in character. A teacher seeking for a direct line of pro-
cedure in improving his own merit would need to know for in-
stance of what H ueaching skill" consists and just how "dis-
ciplinary power" may be obtained. He would want to know
just what specific points in his character need" touching up"
in order to make the professional skill and scholarship
r."$ualities of Merit in Secondary School Teachers" ,Arthur
Clifton Boftce: The Journal of Educational Psychology , Mar,
1912: Vol. 34 Num. 3.
ft*"The Qualities of Merit in Teachers", W.C. Ruediger and
G.D. Strayer : The Journal of Educational Psychology , May ,1910
:
Vol.1. Num. 5.
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which he possesses function more effectively in making him-
self a better teacher. Since his success is judged usually
by a supervisor or a superintendent, the teacher would wish
to know what specific points such men usually emphasize, in
order that he might concentrate efforts toward betterment up-
on these points.
Of all the qualities named above "Personality" is doubt-
less the least susceptible of definition, and yet when a
teacher is graded low in personality or told that he lacks
personality it becomes exceedingly important that the term
be defined. The present treatment is an effort to define the
term "personality" , in/part at least, as it is understood by
supervisors and superintendents. If a teacher wishes to im-
prove his personality he may find in the elements collected
here together with their definitions, a somewhat definite
line of attack.
Superintendents of our best schools do not consider
applications from teachers whose scholarship and profess-
ii •<
ional training do not measure up to the standard. There re-
mains then only the personal interview; the "sizing up" of
the applicant. Just here is where the Superintendent loads
up trouble or secures a valuable helper , according as his
judgment proves correct or fallible. In the collection of
elements of personality as named herein, the Superintendent
may be able to find some suggestions as to just what to
look for in an applicant who is likely to prove a success-
ful teacher.lt is not maintained that this list is complete
or that in it are included the most important elements of

4personality. It is simply a collection of a considerable
number of opinions by men competent to judge.

Chapter 1.
REVIEWS.
Professor Palmer in his book "The Teacher" lays
down four qualifications which he considers of fundamental
importance in the success of the teacher. Whatever view may-
be taken of the content of the word "personality" these four
qualifications namod by Professor Palmer undoubtedly have a
general bearing upon that factor of the teacher's equipment*
First is named the element of "Vicarious Imagination";
the ability on the part of the teacher to put himself in the
pupil's place; to see himself as the pupil sees him. Instead .
of lamenting the pupil's stupidity he should see to it that
he himself does not appear stupid to the pupil. He should
adjust himself and his methods to the pupil's mind. He should
see to it that he think not only of the bit of knowledge
that he has to impart to the child but also of that know-
ledge as it appears to the child. This ability is not easily
acquired and once acquired it must be used without conscious
effort.
The second asset of the teacher is "Accumulated
Wealth"; scholarship that extends beyond the work of the hour;
that will enable the teacher to look at the lesson from var-

ious viewpoints and thus win the confidence of the class and
stimulate them to further inquiry .Besides this knowledge of
the subject matter the teacher needs a knowledge of other in-
terests. He should engage in some outside interest in order
to strengthen his personality. He should have ardent and in-
dividual tastes. The mathematics teacher may we-11 study lit-
erature and the teacher of literature mathematics , etc
.
In the third place is mentioned the "power to invig-
orate life through learning". This is difficult because know-
ledge is piecemeal as it is presented to the child. Child na-
ture is expansive and dislikes restrictions. It hates the mil
tiplication table because it does not seem to be a part of
the child's world. There would be small need for teachers if
all pupils were anxious to learn. The chief business of the
teacher is to stimulate this desire.
Fourth and last Professor Palmer says that the teacher
must be ready to be forgotten. He must not do his work for
praise. He must live for the truth which he imparts and for
the pupils whom he instructs. In after years the pupil may
realize that he owes much to his former teacher but the teach
er himself rarely hears of this tardy recognition of his ser-
vices.
These four qualities undoubtedly supply the foundation
for successful teaching. They represent the conclusions of
a man who has spent a lifetime in honest teaching service.
While general in character they are fundamental and indicate
as do the qualities mentioned in the next review that the
truly successful teacher finds his success in attitudes to-

7wards his work as well as in outside preparation.
President Hyde of Bowdoin College says that one teach-
er fails and begs for a position while amother of no better
preparation succeeds and is in demand because of one quality,
personality .. This quality while largely dependent upon hered-
ity is capable of cultivation.. The elements of personality
which are esential to the toacher^s success are found in the
fundamental principles of five great systems of philosophy,
those of Epicurus ; the Stoics;Plato;Aristotle;and Christ.
"The Epicurean says,*Take unto your life as many sim-
ple, natural pleasures as possible 1 ". The teacher should be
supplied with the comforts of life
;
ajpleasant room; good
wholesome food; and time to enjoy them both. He should have
plenty of vigorous exercise in the open air. "Play and people
to play with are as necessary for the teacher as prayer for
a preacher, or votes for a politician, a piano for a musician,
or a hammer for a carpenter." Teachers must not worry.
"The world is so full of a number of things,
That I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings."
Second and in rather strange opposition to the first
the teacher should be a Stoic. Not however in the hard, cold,
proud sense but in so far as a Stoio refuses to allow the
dishsartening things of life to shut out the things of cheer
and hope
.
% —
,
,
William DeWitt Hyde, "The College Man and The College Woman",
Chapter 13. These same ideas are expanded into a larger work
by the same author :"From Epicurus to" Christ".

8In the next place with the Flatonists the teacher
should" ascend into the mountains". Hero he will get a full
view of the world and of his particular field. Here he will
gather inspiration and comfort and direction. President Hyde
is careful however to point out the danger of a teacher's
continuing in these ethereal regions. By doing so he may be-
come visionary and impractical.
Aristotle taught the sense of proportion. That which
is good must be good for something and that which is bad must
be bad for a reason. It is essential that the teacher have
this sense of proportion. He is burdened with work; twenty
times more than he can do. He must be able to select the one-
twentieth that is most worth doing. Things which help this
one-twentieth should be attended to; those which do not should
be neglected.
Last of all President Hyde points out the teachings of
Christ for the teacher. " Make the aims and interests of
each one of your scholars your own." The greatest difference
in teachers after all is that in this deepest sense some
are Christians and some are not. Those who are not Christians
according to this definition will work for reputation and
pay and will rule their schools by authority and force.
Those who are such Christians will live and work and grow
with their pupils. The difference between these two kinds of
teachers is not one of doctrine or ritual or verbal profession
but one of tone, temper and attitude.
oome of the general ideas of Professor Palmer, as
pointed out above, are to be found in these precepts of Pres-

9ident Hyde. The latter while dealing with generalizations is
concrete in his illustrations and his treatment is very prac
tical and helpful.
Superintendent Maocwell^of the New York city schools
inquirod of one of his principals as to what were the charac-
teristics of the teachers most successful in dealing with un-
ruly Italian boys in his school and received the following
reply- " There are at least two characteristics of these
teachers. These if 1 read them rightly, are a rare degree of
sympathy with children and an equally* .rare sense of justice.
Not the sympathy which makes the man reason like the child,
but the sympathy with which he is able to see with the child'
eyes, and at the same time with his own clear vision. Not the
justice which treats all alike,but the higher justice which
makes a difference." Superintendent Maxwell concludes that
the common elements of personal power cannot be determined.
Even their possessor cannot name them. "He only knows that
the virtue is in him."
President Charles McKenny of the State Normal School
at Milwaukee, Wisconsin,begins his book on "The Personality
of the Teacher" by emphasizing the importance of the emo-
tions; pointing out that while man is a creature endowed
with intelligence yet most of us act in accordance with our
feelings alone in very many cases.
The "emotional tone" of the school has a very direct
and important effect upon the intellectual work. PudIIs
^Proceedings N.E.A. 1908, p, 123

. ;
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work harder and with less urging when they "feel" right
toward the teacher.
The tone of the school should be one of mutual respect
and affection on the part of teacher and pupil. The school
should be a place of cheerful industry and should at all
times be pervaded with the air of success; of accomplishment.
The teacher is by all odds the most important factor
in bringing about these desirable conditions in the school
and the most important factor in the teacher's success in so
doing is his personality. This " personality" is not necessar-
ily inborn but may be developed by careful effort and atten-
tion.
At the top of the list of vital elements of person-
ality President idcKenny places "Sympathy" by which he means
"insight"; a sympathetic understanding of the child's
thoughts and feelings. Next in the list is "Sincerity" by
which is implied "moral earnestness" and depth of convictionB
as well as "moral integrity" . Sincerity gives one courage
and is the "mother of justice."
.-fter Sincerity comes "Dynamic Knowledge^ Knowledge
not only as the possession of facts but also the ability to
use these facts. Dynamic Knowledge inspires confidence in the
teacher; it enables him to go about his work as though he
knew how.
These three qualities, Sympathy , Sincerity, and Dynamic
knowledge , are considered basic, and subordinato to them are
put good breeding, personal appearance , observance of form in
letter-writing,observance of social forms, good English, a
good voice, and the "power of unconscious influence".
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Personality in its development is restricted by he-
redity but it may be improved and certain very definite
lines are laid down by President McKenny for this betterment*
Among these suggestions .are the cultivation of a desire for
improvement; the setting up of definite ideals; the selection
of an environment and of associates in agreement with our
ideals, etc.
.
In each of these opinions as to the important elements •*
of personality there seems to be one element that receives the
greatest emphasis viz Sympathy. This is the" VL carious Imag-
ination" of Professor Palmer, The "teachings of Christ" as' seen
by President Hyde, and the "Sympathy' of Superintendent Max-
well's principal and- of President McKenny. Sympathy it
seems according to these writers is the attitude of the teach-
er not only toward the pupil but toward the entire work of •
teaching. It is the one element that dominates the teacher's
every act. It may find expression in many different forms7
in intelligent presentation of subject matter and in a
careful regard for those interests and hopes which lie near-
est the pupil's heart, it is not sentimentality but intel-
ligent emotion; intelligent appreciation; intelligent help-
fulness.
The remaining qualities named by these writers vary?
but by closer analysis many common elements are to be found
among them.it is not to be concluded however that there is
unanimity even to any very considerable degree among men as
to the most important elements of personality. As was stated
at the outset personality seems to be a matter of opinion;
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of ideals. On© man admires one typo of teacher ; another man-,
another type. Both may admire the same type in certain positions
Practically all if consulted would agree upon certain "basic
virtues such as Sympathy , Sincerity , Cheerfulness , etc .as being
essential to a strong personality.

Chapter 2
DATA AND CONCLUSIONS REGARDING ELEiviENTS OF
PERSONALITY.
In planning the investigation it was the purpose to
secure the rankings of a number of teachers by their super-
visors or superintendents in General Personality and then in
several of the elements of Personality. By this means it was
hoped to secure an analysis of the term as applied to the
teacher. The different rankings would afford a means of work-
ing out correlations and thus determining the relative impor-
tance of the various elements. Also by having the teachers
ranked in general merit it was thought that the importance
not only of general personality but also of each of its ele-
ments as a constituent part of general merit could be ascer-
tained. Finally by securing information as to the academic
and professional training and the experience of the same teach
era it might be determined what the influence of each was upon
general personality and general merit.
However when it came to preparing the "score card"
on which the teachers were to be ranked it was seen that the
judgments of a number of persons as to what elements should
be included under the general term" personality" would give
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the plan a broader foundation. So it was decided to conduct
a aort »f preliminary investigation in order to determine
what these elements should be.
Accordingly, at the High School Conference which was *•
held at Urbana, Illinois , in November 1911 , twenty-five post
cards were handed to city superintendents and High School
principals. These cards had the following request written at
the top-
" Will you please write below ten of the elements entering
into the personalities of the strongest teachers you know?"
Of these twenty-five cards nine were returned filled
out as requested.
Next a circular letter was prepared and mailed with a
return card inclosed to three hundred city superintendents,
county superintendents , High School principals , College prof-
fessors , Normal School presidents
. and teachers, and Universi-
ty teachers. This letter read as follows-
"a11 scientific progress depends very largely upon the
development of standards. To secure standards in the Science
of Education is perhaps attended with unusual difficulty.
We feel however, in spite of this, that the attempt is worth
while .Knowing the importance of such standards and realiz-
ing the interest that every true teacher feels in the advance-
ment of the cause of education we have made bold to ask your
cooperation m the following piece of work.
"in all lists of 'qualities of merit in teachers' we find
'personality' given a high rank. We wish to find out what
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characteristics schoolmen usually imply when they use this
term. Just what are the avenues through which a teacher's
scholarship, professional skill, moral character, etc . reach
and influence the pupil? Just what is it in the teacher's
:
'make up" that causes us to say that one teacher is weak and
another one is strong when their outward qualifications are
equal? In other words just what are those inner, subtler qual-
ities which we all recognize as so important but which are so
hard to de finer
"And here is our request: on the inclosed card will you
please writa ten of the things that you think of primary im-
portance in this part of the teacher's qualifications and mail
the card as addressed.
"
"You are one of several to whom this request is addressed.
iCnowing that you are very busy and that this is only one of
the many favors asked for at your hands, allow us to assure
you that we shall appreciate a thoughtful response all the
more. Thanking you most kindly,! am, etc'I
From these three hundred letters
t
eighty-two replies
were received.
A personal request was made of eleven teachers and
graduate students in the department of Education of the Un-
iversity of Illinois and from this source nine lists were
received.
In all one hundred replies were received and used in
preparing the outline by which the teachers were to be rated,
it will be remembered that each person was asked to
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name ten elements. If each of the one hundred who replied
had done so there would have been one thousand elements
named in all. The number in each reply varied from five to
seventeen, there being nine hundred seventy-eight named alto-
gether. Thus it will be seen that it was possible for nine
hundred seventy-eight different elements to be named. On the
other hand the greatest number of times that any one element
could be mentioned was one hundred. The next task was to
find out which elements were the favored ones.
This was not so simple a matter as it might seem. A
great many replies used the/same term to express different
ideas and different terms to express the same idea. This was
evident from the fact that explanations were often added, or
that the one who sent the reply used in his list an unusual
term which clearly expressed the idea ordinarily conveyed by
a more common term also used in the list. After combining all
terms which undoubtedly were intended to express the same
idea, and making a separate classification for all other
terms it was found that ninty-eight different terms or ele-
ments had been named.
When twenty-five replies had been received classifica-
tion .vas begun. Some ten or twelve elements at once assumed
the lead and these remained fairly constant not only as a
group but also as to relative importance as determined by the
number of times each was mentioned.
The ten elements receiving the highest mention with
the number indicating in how many replies the element was
found follows.
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Table 1
.
Element Number times mentioned Rank
Sympathy 53 1
Personal 57 2
Appearance
Address 46 3
Sincerity 44 4
Optimism 42 5
Enthusiasm 30 6
Scholarship 29 7
Vitality 25 8
Fairness 24 9
Reserve 24 10
These ten elements were finally selected as the ones
to form the "scheme" for ranking the teachers.
Among the other element4 which were mentioned were
Unselfishness, Tact, Sense of Humor, Se If-confidence, ivianners,
imitation, High Idealism, Inherent Courtesy , Initiative , Firm-
ness , Energy , Decision, Candor , Common Sense , Alertness ,Altruismj
Courage , etc
.
One rather interesting phase of this part of the
work was in ascertaining whether or not a person who named
ten elements would at a later time name the same ten or
what part of them he would repeat. This was tried without
warning in several cases and in no case did anyone repeat
more than sixty per cent of the original ten. No one
failed to repeat more than forty per cent. This indicates
that personality is far from a definite concept in the minds
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of most people. However the four or five elements which were
repeated were as afmle those which were common to all groups
and were usually placed first, thus showing after all that
there is some agreement as to the important phases of person-
ality .
it will be noticed that this preliminary investigation
constituted an analysis of personality in general with no
reference to particular teachers. The relative importance of
the various elements was also determined in this way. In the
next step it was planned as explained above to have certain
teachers ranked in these ten elements. This would determine
the relative importance of the ten elements in definite
personalities
.
in accordance with the plan the following letter was
prepared and sent out to four hundred Superintendents and
High School Principals in Illinois.
"ihis communication is a request for a favor but we
are trusting to your interest in the cause of education to
prevent your throwing it into the waste basket at this point"
"The gathering of data concerning such school subjects
as finances , scholarship, grades, salaries, etc, has been found
extremely difficult because the one who was asked to furnish
the data realized no advantage whatever from his labor and
hence neglected or refused to contribute. We are attempting
the investigation of a subject which,because it is so much
more intangible than those mentioned above will perhaps prove
much more difficult in the gathering of data."
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"We are trying to learn just what in the judgment of
schoolmen, makes up the content of the word "Personality" as
applied to the qualification of the teacher. Whatever the word
may or may not include we believe that it represents the
things which are usually responsible for the success or the
failure of the teacher. Hence the importance of knowing just
what, in the opinion of many experienced schoolmen, contribute
s
to success in teaching through a strong personality."
"Ue have secured the opinions of over one-hundred school
superintendents principals , etc, as to the most important ten
elements of personality with the result indicated on the' in-
closed sheet
.
(Columns 3-12 inclusive.). We wish to test these
judgments by securing the analyses of a number of definite
personalities ."
"Accordingly we ask you to fill out the inclosed blank
which contains full directions , and to return the same in
the inclosed envelope."
"We know that this will require some considerable time
and thought and that your time is valuable. We know too
that the subject is one for which no definite standards exist
and that the rankings will be only matters of opinion.
However, "in a multitude of councillors there is wisdom."
and in a question which is- entirely a matter of opinion
no standards can be developed except by a collection of opin-
ions and a determination of their points of agreement."
"Will you not kindly help? Thanking you most heartily , etc
.
In response to this request one hundred forty blanks
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were returned. Cf these fifteen were improperly filled out
and were not used. The remaining one hundred twenty-five
showed the following number of teachers.
Table 2
No. of Blanks. No. of teachers oneach blank. Tot .no . teachers
.
R 6 480
27 5 1358.4 32
8 -3 24
1 2 • 4
Total- 125 675
It was not intended to send the blanks to any school
having less than six teachers*, Those reporting less than five
however probably had no more. The reason so many schools
reported only five teachers was very probably due to the
fact that there was a typographical error in the "directions"
according to which the rankings were made and not to the
presence of less than five teachers in the schools. This er-
ror read "five" instead of "six" and in a great many cases
where the schools were known to be large was doubtless re-
sponsible for the failure to report the sixth teacher. (See
page 22 for one of the blanks).
Had a larger number of teachers been reported from
each school the effects of Training and Experience upon kerit
and Personality would doubtless have been shown to be more
marked. However the difficulty of securing data of this kind
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made it imperative that the request be made as modest as pos*-
sible and it was thought too that the judgments of a large
number of men regarding a few teachers were preferable to
those of a few men regarding a large number of teachers.
Ihe different attitudes of those replying to the request
toward such an investigation may be 3f interest. Some replied
declaring frankly that such a task as ranking teachers in
these items could not be done intelligently. Others were
even more critical and declared such an investigation use-
less if not"freakishl However a far greater number wrote
to express their interest in the results and to ask for a
summary of the conclusions. Several stated that they were
glad to cooperate in such a task because they believed that
one of the vital problems of the school was being attacked.
iuany pronounced the task a difficult one but said
that they had filled out the blank to the best of their
ability. In many cases the numerous erasures and changes
testified that considerable pains had been taken in making
the rankings.
*
it is noticed that no distinction is made as to el-
ementary or high school teachers. This might have been ad-
visable but owing to the fact that the subject of personality
is so broad and also that so far as the writer knows this is
the first study of the kind made of the subject it was decid-
ed not to restrict the investigation to either class of
teachers
.
* See following page for one of the blanks as returned.
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In computing correlations, etc . not all of the reports
were used. It was desired to have approximately the same num-
ber of teachers in each table and in each correlation. As not
all blanks contained rankings in every item some had to be o-
mitted. In every case practically the same blanks were used
though usually some three or four had to be substituted because
of the omission of certain rankings.
No report containing less than four teachers was used.
The number used will be explained in each case where the num-
ber is a vital matter. In all correlations at least five hun-
dred teachers were included in the calculations.
In commuting correlations the Pearson* method was used.
Vbc
The formula as used is r =— *- Tf . in this formula-
Vad Vbc
r = the coefficient of correlation to be found.
a = the number of cases in which individuals are above the
median rank in both qualities compared.
b = the number of cases in which individuals are above the
median in the first quality and below in the second.
c = the number of cases in which individuals are above in
the second but below in the first quality.
d = the number of cases in which individuals are below the
median rank in both qualities.
TT = 130"
Thus taking the blank as filled out on page 22 and com-
paring General Personality and Address we find that the three
teachers who are above the median ( that is the three ranking
highest) in General Personality are also above the median in
Address. This gives us three cases under "a" in the formula.
» For a brief , concise explanation, of this method see Whipple's,
"Manual of Cental and Physical Tests" ,pp 38-39.
See also ,Thorndike * s'JEducational Psychology" ,pp 25-27.
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and three under "d".. Comparing General Personality and Enthus-
iasm we find that teacher "AM is above the median in both qual-
ities; this gives us one case under "a" ^ Teacher " B" however
is below the median in Enthusiasm while above the median in
General Personality , thus giving us a case under "b". Teacher " C"
above in both qualities gives us another case under "a" . Teach-
"D" is below the median in General Personality but above in
Enthusiasm giving us a case under "c" . Teachers "E" and "F"
are below the median in both qualities thus giving two cases
under " c't
.
The general significance of the Pearson Coefficient of
Correlation may perhaps be made clear by an illustration. Sup-
pose in a certain school we wish to compare the ability of
the pupils in arithmetic with their ability in history. If all
the pupils who were best in arithmetic were best in history
also, that is if their grades ran as follows-
Arithmetic. History.
95 90
84 82
(a) 83 78
80 72
etc. etc.
the P. C.C.*would be 1.00; that is the correlation would be per-
fect and positive .Each pupil holds the same relative rank in
the two subjects. Ability in Arithmetic indicates ability in
History as ability "goes" in the school. If however the
grades ran as follows-
* Pearson Coefficient of Correlation.

£5
Arithmetic. History.
95 72
84 78
(b) 83 82
80 90
etc. etc.
the F.C.C. would be -1.00; that is the correlation would still
be perfect but in this case negative. The pupil who is best
in .arithmetic is the poorest in History, etc. Ability in
Arithmetic indicates a lack of ability in History as ability
"goes" in the school and vice versa . a lack of ability in
arithmetic indicates ability in History.
it must be emphasized that the F.C.C. indicates no
absolute value. Ihe above figures might have read-
arithmetic .History . Arithmetic. History.
95 25 95 14
84 20 84 IS
(a) 83 18 (b) 83 20
80 14 80 25
etc. etc. etc. etc.
and the correlation would stillhave been perfect. Thus if
a pupil's ability in Arithmetic is indicated by a mark of
90 and the F.C.C. for ability in Arithmetic and ability in
storj is .80, this does not mean that the same pupil's abil-
ity in History can be determined, but only that his rank in
in History in relation to the median rank in History will
likely be .83 of his rank in relation to the median in
/arithmetic. This can not be predicated in the case of any
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particular pupil as a certai nty. Thus a life insurance com-
pany knows that , of the men whose risks they carry who are at
present forty years old, twenty per cent (say) will die during
the next thirty years. But as to just which men will die the
company has no means of knowing. So the P.C.C. indicates only
the general tendency.
Table 3.
Showing the relative importance of the ten ele-
ments of Personality as determined by the
preliminary investigation (A), and by
the P.C.C .applied to rankings se-
cured in the second inves-
tigation. (E)
—a— -E-
Elements. Num. times men-
tioned in a pos-
sible hundred.
Rank. Elements
.
P.C.C. with
General Per-
sonality.
Sympathy
.
58 1 Address
.
.793 3
1-ersonal
Appearance
.
address
.
57
46
2
3
Personal
Appearance
.
Optimism
.
.673
.649
L
sincerity
.
44 4 Reserve .597
lO
Optimism. 42 5 Enthusiasm. .594
Enthusiasm
.
30 6 Fairness .590 r
Scholarship 29 7 Sincerity
.
.556 7
Vitality 25 8 Sympathy .477
/
Fairness 24 9 Vitality .474 %
reserve 24 10 Scholarship .418
third arrangement of these grades is obviously possible
as foliows-
Arith. His.
95 90
84 78
83 82
80 72
Ccl
There is still Positive correlation but it is
not so great as in cases (a) or (b). In (c)
the P.C.C. would be neither 1.00 nor -1.00
but somewhere between the two to be determ-
ined by the use of the formula.
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It will "be remembered that "A" represents judgments of
personality while M B" is a study of individual teachers . Per-
haps the most striking feature in Table 3 is the fact that Sym-
pathy drops from 1st position in "A" to 8th place in "B" . The
importance of this qualificaton was indicated in the reviews
above. The high rank of the elements that attract at first
sight viz Fersonal Appearance and Address is to be noticed in
both "a" and "B" .many people perhaps think only of such elements
as these in connection with personality. We often hoar it said
of a teacher who has but recently come into a community , that
he has a strong personality. Yet nothing is known as to his
Sympathy , Sincerity , Fairness v etc. The correctness of this judg-
ment is borne out in part at least by Table 3.
Table 4
.
Showing the relative importance of the ten
elements as factors in General Merit (A);
also these rankings as compared with
those under General Personality,
(Table 5 "£" fl (B)
(A)
Elements. P.C.C.with
Gen. Per.
Address.
.793
Personal Ap.
.(573
Optimism.
.649
Reserve. .597 ,
Enthusiasm.
.594
Fairness.
.590
Sincerity.
.555
Sympathy.
.477
Vitality.
.474
scholarship
.
.415
(B)
Rank. Elements. P.C.C.with
Gen. Merit.
1
Sincerity. ,751
2
Fairness
.
.747
Optimism. .677
4
Address
.
.675
5
Reserve .658
6
enthusiasm. .646
7
Sympathy .631
8
Vitality .549
Scholarship. .543
10 Personal Ap. .469
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The definition of these terms as used in the invest-
i-
gation are to be found in the "blank" p 2f (Explanations). It
is to be seen under " G" that some of the more subtle quali-
ties as Sincerity and Fairness rise to the highest importance
as elements of general merit. The ranks of Personal Appearance
and of Scholarship under "E" indicate that the homely teacher
as well as the relatively poorly equipped teacher may still
be a relatively good teacher. This does not mean however that
a teacher is justified in neglecting either his personal ap-
pearance or his scholarship.
Table 5(X)
Showing the relation of Training above
the High School to Person-
ality.
Rank in Gen. Yrs* in College or Normal *
Per. 12 3456^ Tot. Not reported.
1 16 12 9 20 39 3 2 4 106 1
2 24 13 12 14 32 6 1 4 106
3 14 20 14 29 4 1 3 106 1
4 26 16 7 16 35 3 1 2 106
5 24 13 15 10 30 1 2 4 99
6 18 10 5 8 26 2 3 72
595
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Table 5 (Y)".
I
Showing the relation of Training above
the High School to General
Personality
.
Rank in Gen. Yrs. in College or Normal School.
Per
« 12 34567 Tot. Not reported.
1 16 12 9 20 39 3 2 4 106 1
2 24 13 12 14 32 G 1 4 106
3 20 14 20 14 29 4 1 3 106 1 '
4 2G 16 7 16 35 3 1 2 106
5 2u 14 16 11 32 1 2 4 106
6 27 15 7 12 38 3 4 106
~ 636
Table 6.
Showing per cent in upper three ranks in
General Personality for each year
of College or Normal Training.
Yrs. Training, 1 2 3 4 5.6 7
Table 5 (X) .461 .500 .602 .560 .523 .683 .714 .550
Table 5 (Y) .431 .464 .577 .551 .487 .650 .714 .523
It is clear that Table 5 (Y) and the percentages based
upon it represent actual facts more nearly than Table 5 (X)
* in Table 5 (X) some schools were counted which reported on-
ly five teachers and six that reported only four. This would
plainly put a smaller number of teachers in classes five and
six than would have been there had all reports been full.
Table 5 (Y) is intended to overcome this by bringing the total
number in ranks 5 and 6 up to 2 06 as in the higher ranks.
This was done by adding to each number in ranks 5 and 6
such a part of the number necessary to b added to the total
to the the total number reported for that rank as each num-
ber was of the number required to be added. Thus it was neces-
sary to add 34 to the total, 72, in Rank 6, Table 5 (X) order
to produce 106. The number in Rank 6 under the column headed
is 18. Since 18 is 1/4 of the total, 72,—1/4 of 34 or 9
was added to 18 making 27 as in Rank 6 ,Col .0 , Table 5 (Y
)
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and the corresponding percentages. However tho relative standings
of those teachers having different amounts of training re-
mains the same. There is not a sufficient number of teachers
with more than four jears training to warrant basing any con-
clusions upon this portion of the table, in comparing the per-
centages in Table 6 one would conclude that training has a ra-
ther helpful influence upon personality though this influence
is not very decided.
Table 7
.
Showing the Effect of Experience
upon Personality.
Rank in General Years of Experience.
Personality. Av. Mode . Median Tot.
1 8.4 G 10.1 106
2 6.3 3-8 9.7 106
3 7.5 4 8.6 106
4 6.3 3 7.4 106
5 5.3 u 8.3 99
6 6 1-2-3-8 8.3 72
Taking the median number in this case which is the
truest representative of conditions we see that the teachers
with the greatest experience as a rule rank the highest in
personality though here again thin is not decided. It should
be remembered that these teachers represent the best group
of six in each school and in manjf cases the difference was
due perhaps altogether to inborn qualities or to individual
effort toward self-betterment.
In summing up the discussion of Personality we find
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that the most important ten elements are Sympathy , Personal
Appearance , Address , Sincerity , Optimism, Enthusiasm, Scholarship,
Vi tali ty , Fairness and Reserve.
The relative importance of these elements as factors
of General Merit is different from that as factors of Person-
ality. (See Table ? )
.
Training and Experience are helpful factors in the de-
velopment of a strong personality.
The P.C.C. for General Personality and General Merit
is .809. This is much lower than the figures obtained by
both Boice and Ruediger and Strayer but the difference is
probably due to the fact that the teachers considered here
constitute a select group while their teachers included all
in each school.

Chapter 3.
THE RELATION OF TRAINING AND EXPER-
IENCE TO GENERAL
LiERl T
.
Table 8.
Showing High School, Normal, and College or University
training of the teachers in each
rank.
hank in Xrs^ln H.S. In Nor. In Col. or Un. Tot.
Gen.ker. 0123 4 2 3 45G 0123 456
1 3 1 4 3 95 54 17 17 20 1 49 5 5 4 43 1 110
2 8 1 ? 5 92 65 14 8 18 2 56 3 3 5 39 2 110
3 11 1 2 5 88 66 20 10 10 2 1 59 8 5 5 34 1 110
4 7 1 3 4 94 58 23 9 19 65 5 2 1 34 2 110
5 7 1 1 4 90 58 22 9 14 57 1 7 5 31 2 103"
6 5 1 4 2 64 46 8 6 15 43 2 1 28 1 76
Summary of Table 8.
Yrs . In H.S. In Normal In Col. or Un.
Total Number of Teachers.
41 347 329
1 6 104 24
2 17 59 23
3 23 96 20
4 523 5 209
5 1 7
6 .2
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Table 9.
Summary regarding Training and
Experience
.
Cut of 610 teachers, 523 or 87$ had spent 4 years in H.S.
" 612 " 102 " 17$ M " 3 " " Normal.
" 613 217 " 35$ " " 4 " Col. or Un
.
19.6$ of the Normal Graduates* were in the
20.6% " " College " * " I
47.6$ " H Normal " " "
55.6$ » " College ' M " "
"•st Rank.
" three Ranks .
„ ,
if it H ***
Table 10.
Showing the relative standings of
the two sexes in General
Lerit.
Rank in Number. Per cent of tot. in Rank.
Gen.ker
.
F. M. F. M.
1 93 17 84 16
2 94 16 85 15
3 86 24 78 22
4 90 19 82 18
5 92 12 88 12
6 63 13 82 18
17.9 $ of the women were in the 1st Rank.
18.8 $ " H men " " " " .
52.6 % of the women were in the uoper three Ranks.
56.4 '$ H " men " M " " " » .
* assuming that 3 years in Normal, and 4 in College means grad-
M Seven of these were also Normal graduates. (uation.
1HMI Eleven of these were also Normal graduates.
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Table 11.
Showing the Relation of Ex-
perience to General
Merit.
Rank in General
Merit
.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Years of Experience.
Average. Mode. Median.
9.80
8.71
8.95
7.65
8.02
6.77
6
4
3
3
5
1
8.75
7.75
7 .00
5.56
5.77
4.87
It appears from Table 11 that experience has a very
decidedly favorable effect upon General Merit at least up to
nine years.
Table 12. (x)
Showing the relative standings of Teachers with
different amounts of Training above
the High School.
Rank in
Gen.ivier
.
1 15 14 15 17 36 3 2 7 109
2 23 13 10 18 33 7 5 109
3 22 21 13 11 37 4 1 109
4 26 20 9 14 30 6 2 2 109
5 22 19 14 14 24 4 5 102
6 19 8 8 12 25 1 3 76
Total 127 95 69 86 185 21 9 22 614
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Table 12 (Y)«
Table 12 (X) with all Ranks
filled out.
Rank in
Gen .Ivier
.
1
Years
2
of Training
3 4
.Col
5
;Un;
6
or Nor
7
•
Tot .Num.
1 15 14 15 17 36 3 2 7 109
2 • 23 13 10 18 33 7 5 109
3 22 21 13 11 37 4 1 109
4 26 20 9 14 30 6 2 2 109
5 24 20 15 14 26 b 4 5 109
6 28 11 11 18 37 2 1 4 109
Total 138 99 73 92 199 22 10 23 654
Table 13.
showing the per :entape of Teachers in Rank 1
and in the Upper Three Ranks, for each
year of Training(Col .Nor .or Un.
)
above the High School.
Years of Training.
• In Upper 3.
R
anks. 01234567
Based on Table 12 (X) .472 .505 .550 .533 .573 .666 .333 .545
M
" " 12 (Y) .435 .484 .520 .500 .534 .631 .300 .520
Years of Training.
In Rank 1.
Based on 5able 12(X) .118 .147 .217 .197 .194 .142 .222 .318
" " 12.(Y) .109 .141 .205 .184 .180 .136 .200 .304
Table 14.
Showing Number and percentage of Teachers in Upper Three
Ranks with less and more than Three Years Train-
ing above the H.S. Figures based on Table 12(X).
Tot. No. In upper 3 Ranks. Per cent
Less than 3 Years—310 146 .470
i^ore " 3 —254 135 .531
* See note p 29
.
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Tables 12, 13, 14, and 15 plainly show a balance in
favor of training in order to make a "good" teacher. Attention
is again called to the fact that these teachers represent the
best teachers of the schools of the state, it is evident that
practically all of them must possess a considerable degree of
"native ability" which makes the factor of training all the
more negligible, in spite of this it shows ts effect very
plainly
.
One more item remains to be discussed, that concerning
the relation of Experience and General Ivierit as compared
with Training and General Meiit. Do those teachers who rank high
and are without training owe this standing to experience?
Table 16.
Showing a Comparison of the Experience a 1
Training of Teachers of the same Rank in
General Merit. Figures based
on Table 12 (X).
Rank in Num. Teachers with Median Yrs. Num. Teachers Median
Gen.Mer. no Training above Experience .with 4 yrs. yrs.
the High School. Training above Experience,
the U.S.
1 12 16.5 36 5.5
2 23 9.5 32 5.0
3 21 6.3 37 4.4
4 25 7.2 27 3.1
5 21 7.0 24' 2.8
6 19 6.3 25 2.8
The significant feature of Table 16' is that those
teachers with no training above the High School who ranked
equal with those of four years of such training possessed
from about one and one-half to three times as much experience.
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In most reports teachers of no training were compared with
those possessing more or less training. High School teachers
were compared with Grade Teachers; the test being whether
or not they were successful teachers in a large helpful sense
.
The writer "believes that these figures show plainly
that training makes a teacher a better teacher; that is
not one merely qualified to fill a higher position but a
better teacher in the same position.
mo
^§1


